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WELCOME
Winds of Change

The times they are a-changing

At Smailes Goldie Group we are used to helping our clients deal with change from the regular annual 
tax changes to more fundamental shifts in audit, accounting and tax legislation and the advent of new 
commercial problems to deal with. 

We have recently been facing all sorts of unknown possibilities, only some of which are now becoming  
more apparent, which are prompting many people to question their plans, if they actually have any!

Some clients have a clear picture of where they are and where they want to be, whilst others are happy as 
they are, in relative terms, drifting along.

The challenges we are facing are both immediate and longer term and include:

• New trade deals under Brexit
•	 The potential for fundamental changes to tax laws
• UK Agricultural Bill effects, especially subsidies 
• Changing food consumption and environmental trends

In this issue of Rural Advantage we contemplate some of the options open to businesses and the 
commercial and tax considerations to be minded of. I think you will find these thoughts an interesting 
read and hope they will prompt you to refresh, extend or even begin your longer-term planning. 

In that regard we also introduce our Rural Blueprint strategy planning process headed by Peter 
Dearing. This format is being successfully explored by several clients to move their businesses forward.

We also include two guest articles from leading regional firms for your interest and we look forward to 
providing guest article offers in the future.

Martin Overfield
Partner, Head of Agriculture and Landed Estates



LAND, THE FAMILY FARM AND CURRENT TOPICAL ISSUES

Agricultural landowners

Value is underpinned, primarily, as a 
result of historic taxation legislation, as 
well as world demand for agricultural 
production. Farmers have been able 
to use the landholdings, where owner 
occupied, to fund diversification 
programmes, expansion and various 
other activities. The resultant increase 
in land value has triggered significant 
gains in places where development is 
possible and, indeed, diversifying into 
renewables projects has created cash 
flow returns never previously seen in 
the agricultural sector. These values 
mean that passing land to the next 
generation or within family businesses 
can, for the unwary, trigger tax charges 
which in previous years would not have 
been there or were immaterial. 

There are many scenarios which 
should be considered where care 
has to be taken in regard to the 
ownership of the land, whether it be 
in family companies, trust funds or 
individual ownership. 

It has, therefore, never been more 
important that our clients assess the 

likely future strategy, consider the 
existing ownership and take advice 
before making steps to perhaps 
maximise ongoing profitability but 
jeopardise very attractive capital 
taxes positions for the benefit of 
short-term gains. 

For those landowners considering 
any such development, it is 
important that the correct advice is 
taken in order to avoid many of the 
pitfalls that are awaiting the unwary. 

Agricultural tenancies

It is well documented that tenant 
farmers can diversify their farm 
business in the same way as provided 
landowning farmers provided they 
have the landowner’s approval. 
Some tenancy agreements rule 
out diversification, often due to 
inheritance tax implications. For 
any readers unaware Defra’s code 
of good practice for diversification 
in agricultural tenancies can be 
downloaded from their agricultural 
document library. 

In respect of landlords who have 

entered into tenancies with farmers, 
it is important that they monitor the 
activity and ensure that both landlord 
and tenant are working together to 
avoid conflict over the issues involved. 

There are particular complex problems 
where families are organised in 
such a way that there are different 
family interests, different percentage 
ownerships and, more diverse 
tenancy agreements between related 
companies and the families involved. 
As a result of the current political 
uncertainty, it is a very pertinent time 
for these arrangements to be reviewed 
and, where it is likely there could 
be problems in terms of changes in 
capital taxes, taxation generally and 
long term ownership all parties should 
work together in assessing the current 
position, ensure that it is fit for future 
purpose and, if necessary, look at a 
strategy to get around any problems.

Land inheritance

Farming families generally assume 
that the farm can be passed to the 
next generation, either during the 
incumbent’s lifetime or on death without 

In these somewhat uncertain times of both political and global difficulties, the farmer has to 
assess strategy a lot more urgently than has ever been the case in the past. As a consequence, 
decisions are being made which could have significant effects not just in the short term but, quite 
possibly, inter-generationally, having potentially serious taxation effects. 

Continued on next page...



any inheritance tax (IHT) consequences. 
With the benefit of agricultural 
property relief (APR) and business 
property relief (BPR) to cover any 
market value above agricultural value, 
this is generally the case. For more 
information regarding BPR, please 
see our later article in this publication. 

Readers will be aware of the general 
assumption that all farms will qualify 
but there are significant exceptions  
to this rule namely:

• Land on which derelict buildings sit;
• Any property subject to a binding 

contract for sale; and
• Must be part of a working farm 

within the UK, Channel Islands, 
the Isle of Man and The European 
Economic Area.

Farmhouses and other buildings must 
be of a nature and size appropriate 
to the farming activity that is taking 
place and the property must be used 
for agricultural purposes. If in doubt, 
review the position in all these areas 
and take advice. Note that certain 
property occupied under tenancy 
agreements may not qualify for 
100% relief but only 50% relief for 
inheritance tax purposes. It is often 
wrongly assumed that full relief would 
be given on the death of a landowner 
with such tenancies in place and this 
is not always correct. 

The warning to all is that any planned 
changes in terms of ownership and 

tenancies should be carefully checked 
to make sure that these pieces of 
legislation are not compromised.

Selling up

Of course, not all farms are capable of 
being passed to the next generation 
and some will choose, or regrettably 
be forced, to sell the farm.

Rollover relief may be available where 
any gain on the sale of the farm is 
rolled over into new trading assets as 
detailed in TCGA 1992 s 152 and on 
both sale and acquisition those assets 
are used only for the purpose of the 
trade. This means that the payment 
of CGT is effectively delayed until the 
new asset is sold (if not rolled over 
again!). Care should be taken where 
the farm includes let properties, or 
mixed and partial use business assets. 
Again, understanding the ownership 
of the assets is key as relief may be 
denied where the owners of the asset 
being disposed of is different to the 
owner of the new asset, which can 
apply where the farming partnership is 
ceasing or a partner is retiring. 

In the absence of, or ability or desire 
to utilise, rollover relief, it will be 
wise to structure the disposal of 
the business to qualify for the 10% 
rate of CGT, up to a lifetime limit of 
£10 million per individual, under the 
current rules for Entrepreneurs’ Relief. 
Strict conditions will need to be met 
in order to secure this valuable relief 
but very crudely. The relief will apply 

to the sale of all or part of a business, 
assets used for the purpose of the 
trade or profession and shares held 
in an unquoted trading company. 
Our spring/summer edition of the 
newsletter considered Entrepreneurs’ 
Relief in more detail, but this relief 
is expected to be targeted in the 
Chancellor’s next Budget, so watch 
this space!

Conclusion

Regularly reviewing ownership, 
capital taxes and long term 
strategy is simply a measure of 
good practice. Proper advice will, 
hopefully, assist with the ability to 
maximise our client returns with 
quality pro-active planning. 

Please contact Mark Sharpley 
regarding any topical issues at 
marksharpley@smailesgoldie.co.uk  
or simply call 01482 326916.

Mark Sharpley,  
Partner

...continued from previous page



PLANNING FOR THE BIG CHANGES YOU INTEND TO MAKE – 
TAX IMPLICATIONS

Change to share farming/contracting

Following the popular maxim that 
“farmers never retire”, the initial step 
change many consider is to enter 
into a share farming/contracting 
arrangement. Carefully drafted 
agreements with a correct balance 
of risk and reward for the two parties 
should be set up and followed in 
the actual practices applied ‘on 
the ground’ to ensure that the land 
owner can continue to be deemed 
to be farming. This should hopefully 
continue the capital taxes status of the 
business and in particular with regard 
to the farmhouse being occupied for 
the purposes of agriculture.
 
As a result of the changed arrangements, 
it is common for excess machinery 
to be sold. Many farming businesses 
have claimed the Annual Investment 
Allowance ‘up front’ over recent years 
whilst the capital allowances have been 
so good and this has led to the General 
Pool brought forward being very much 
depleted and very often there is nothing 
brought forward at all. With the likely 
lack of additions in the year/s coming 
up to the share farming change the 
proceeds from a farm sale will likely 
cause a large Balancing Charge to fall in 
to the Income Tax computation.
 
This boosted profit might be mitigated 
by some averaging as the business 
continues but there may well be some 
uplift over a year or three which impacts 
on the personal allowances, the ability 
to pay in pensions without being capped 
or push the marginal tax rate up. Careful 
forward planning a few years in advance 
can help to mitigate these challenges. 

Things you might consider include;

• The introduction of additional 
partners (in terms of revenue profits) 
to use more personal allowances 
and basic rate bands

• Having in place pension policies 
capable of accepting premiums 
to have annual allowances of 
£40,000 per person per year 
available to pay premiums into  
in the high profit year/s

• Timing of crop sales, when the 
profit above deemed cost/cost of 
production is crystallised can add to 
the complexities for Income Tax.

 
Complete retirement

The timing of a retirement sale will 
obviously influence the date any CGT 
is payable but it will also have potential 
impacts on the Income Tax position such 
as those outlined in the section above 
with regard to the disposal of plant & 
machinery and timing of crop sales.
 
Any unincorporated businesses with year 
ends other than 5th April will also need to 
consider their Overlap Relief position and 
in the last year of business farmers profit 
averaging is not available nor are any 
Annual Investment Allowances. 
 
One potential enticement towards retiring 
that is being mooted through the recently 
published Agricultural Bill is the advance 
payment of the annual subsidy amounts 
which could replace the Basic Payment 
Scheme. Initially it was felt that this was 
profit which could be ‘pensioned away’ 
but several esteemed commentators 
are now suggesting that it will not count 
as earnings and, therefore, will be taxed 

as Other Income against which pension 
premiums will not be allowed, even if the 
£40,000 annual allowances referred to 
earlier in this article are available. 

Other taxes need to be considered 
such as the VAT position on a sale, 
including with regard to entitlements 
and the deregistration.

Also ,don’t forget practical considerations 
such as employee redundancy 
payments and rights to notice (or 
payments in lieu thereof).

Letting your land would also have 
potential inheritance tax effects to 
factor in including Agricultural Property 
Relief, especially on the house, and the 
exposure of value above agricultural 
value as Business Property Relief no 
longer applies.

Conclusion

All in all there are so many potential 
factors to be considered – including 
any changes that may feature in the 
budget – that a substantial lead in  
time to any change is advisable.

If you would like to speak to Martin 
regarding the above article please email 
at martinoverfield@smailesgoldie.co.uk  
or simply call on 01482 326916.

Martin Overfield,  
Partner

If your planning for the future leads you to contemplate a change via a major restructure of 
operations or even a complete sale then as well as planning to minimise Capital Gains Tax (CGT) 
and hopefully achieve a 10% rate then you will also need to plan for the Income Tax effects of your 
chosen approach as far in advance as possible. 



THE IMPORTANCE OF STRATEGY IN THE RURAL SECTOR

In the rural sector I am often told 
that due to external factors outside 
of a business owners’ control, it is 
impossible to develop a strategy. 
The reasons I am given are factors 
such as “my sales are dependent on 
market prices” or “my production 
volume is limited by the amount of 
land I have access to”. Despite this, 
I believe that a strategic plan can be 
produced in any business.

So how do we approach this? Our 
strategic planning process combines 
proven methodologies with years 
of business advisory expertise. 
One of the cornerstones is to use 
a Now – Where – How analysis. 
This is a simple process to follow 
in order to develop a practical plan 
or help resolve any issue. It forces 
you to think about where you are 
NOW, WHERE you want to be and 
then come back to developing the 
strategies and actions as to HOW 
you will get there. 

Too often I see business owners 
fixing all the things that they find 
wrong before considering if what they 
are doing is helping the business 
move towards the longer-term goal. 
They are effectively jumping from 
the ‘Now’ analysis directly to the 
‘How’. Why are people tempted to 

do this? I suspect it’s the way we 
are programmed – we see a problem 
and our initial reaction is to try to fix 
it. How many times do we all jump 
in with the first solution that comes 
into our heads without thinking about 
all of the other options available and 
then selecting the best one? For 
example, how many times has a piece 
of farm machinery undergone a costly 
repair or a costly replacement been 
bought when the alternatives of hiring 
or more fundamentally contracting 
could reduce risk in the business 
whilst maintaining capital tax reliefs. 

The correct approach is to avoid this 
quick temptation and invest the time 
into conducting a ‘Where’ analysis. 
It is not about looking short term, it 
requires vision and is much harder 
to do. Thinking wider about the long 
term can bring cashflow and tax 
benefits.

The ‘Where’ part of the equation is 
all about the performance outcomes 
or the results. The key is to have a 
good understanding of where we are 
heading so that when we do get to 
the ‘How’ we know what is important 
and what is not. 

We all get excited about the ‘How’ 
because it means action. How do 

we get to where we want to be? This 
is about the drivers and enablers of 
performance. These are the actions that 
move us from the ‘Now’ to the ‘Where’.

SG Blueprint is Smailes Goldie 
Group’s dedicated Business Advisory 
service, the key role that we play is 
that of facilitator. Being a business 
owner can be lonely and having 
someone to hold you to account can 
be of benefit to you by enabling you 
to have time away from the business 
to think about the wider picture. The 
strategic outcomes may well result 
in you using the services of other 
professionals in the sector.

If you would like to know more 
about our approach to planning 
please contact Peter Dearing at 
peterdearing@smailesgoldie.co.uk  
or simply call 01482 326916.

Pete Dearing,  
Partner

Throughout this edition of our Rural Advantage, we have mentioned that in these uncertain times 
change is inevitable. In business in general and particularly in the rural sector, it can be difficult 
to know what the best way is to overcome the challenges that change brings. Unforeseen issues 
can arise at any time and against today’s landscape, it’s now more important than ever before 
to be able to rise above these. At Smailes Goldie Group we are big believers that were there is 
change there is also the potential for opportunity.



Currently, capital gains tax (CGT) due 
on property disposals by individuals 
and trustees is reported on the 
annual tax return, which is due for 
submission to HMRC by 31 January 
following the end of the tax year of 
assessment. The CGT payment is  
due at the same time. 

Individuals, trustees and personal 
representatives disposing of 
residential property from 6 April 2020 
will be subject to the new 30-day 
reporting and payment rule. A 
‘Residential Property Return’ will 
need to be made within 30 days of 
the completion of the disposal. A 
return will not be required where 
the capital gain is not taxable, such 

as where it is covered by Private 
Residence Relief (PRR). 

The CGT reported on the 30-day 
return will be determined, where 
actual figures may not be available, 
by making reasonable estimates of 
values, base costs, apportionments 
and use of any available losses. 
Taxpayers who are within self-
assessment will also need to report 
the final gain on their annual tax 
return and determine where the 30-
day payment on account represented 
an over or under payment. 

HMRC confirmed in the latest Bill 
that, provided any estimates used 
at the time of the 30-day return 

are reasonable, interest will not 
be charged if the payment on 
account is subsequently found to be 
insufficient. However, penalties and 
interest will be imposed if there is 
a failure to submit the return within 
30 days.

Some professional bodies have 
expressed their concerns over the 
new rules on the basis that some 
CGT calculations can be complex and 
involve a number of professionals. 
We would advise that it is key to 
ensure your property information and 
paperwork is up to date and, where 
possible, readily available when 
disposing of residential property  
in the future.

30-DAY CGT REPORTING AND PAYMENT FOR  
PROPERTY DISPOSALS
There has been a string of changes affecting residential property owners with HMRC announcing 
further changes set to take effect from April 2020.



INHERITANCE TAX AND BUSINESS PROPERTY RELIEF
There has been much speculation of late that changes to inheritance tax (‘IHT’) and capital gains 
tax may be ahead. With the impending budget in mind, we review Business Property Relief and 
how mixed businesses can be structured so they may be completely exempt from IHT.

During July 2019, the Office of Tax 
Simplification (‘OTS’) finally published 
their review into simplifying the design 
of IHT. One of the recommendations, 
in respect of business property relief, 
may significantly impact farming 
businesses that have spent much 
time and effort to diversify. 

What is the office of tax 
simplification?

The UK has the longest tax code in the 
world. This is despite the creation of an 
independent body, the OTS, to be an 
adviser to the Government on how to 
simplify the UK tax system. 

During July 2015, the OTS was made 
a permanent independent office of 
HM Treasury and, since inception, has 
made a number of recommendations 
on how the Government can simplify 
the UK tax code. 

What is IHT and business  
property relief?

IHT is generally a death duty charged 
on the net value of a deceased person’s 
estate, together with the value of any 
gifts of capital made in the seven years 
prior to their passing. The rate of IHT is 
40% above a nil rate band of £325,000 
(excluding the residence nil rate band). 

Business property relief (‘BPR’) is a 
valuable relief from IHT and can apply 
to reduce the value of relevant business 
property that is chargeable to IHT at 
the rate of either 50% or 100%, once it 
has been held (generally) for a period of 
two years.

Relevant business property that 
qualifies for BPR at the rate of 100% 
includes (but is not limited to) an 
interest in a business (be it sole trade  
or partnership), and any shareholding  
in an unquoted trading company. 

The business of an entity is important 
when considering whether or not BPR 
is available. BPR will not be available 
if the relevant business is ‘wholly or 
mainly’ dealing in stocks or shares, 
land or buildings or in the making or 
holding of investments. 

Whilst ‘wholly or mainly’ is not defined 
for this purpose, case law has generally 

determined that more than 50% of a 
business’ activities are required to be 
in respect of qualifying activities, i.e. 
trading activities. The business factors 
that need to be considered include:

• Turnover; 
• Profitability; 
• Capital assets;
• Time spent by employees, casual 

staff and consultants; and
• The overall context of the 

business, including the fact that 
the activities had been carried  
on in a business-like way

The opportunity to diversify and to 
protect the value of a secondary 
investment business from IHT

Where the activities of a single 
composite business are wholly or 
mainly in respect of trading activities 
(being more than 50% of activities), 
BPR should be available on the entire 
value of the business – which may 
include the value of any secondary 
investment business. 

Therefore, in simplistic terms, if a 
single composite business’ activities 
were 51% in respect of farming 
and 49% in respect of a secondary 
investment business, then BPR 
should be available for the entire 
business – a conclusion highlighted in 
the taxpayers winning case, HMRC v 
A.M. Brander (as executor of the Will 
of the late 4th Earl of Balfour) [2010] 
UKUT 300 (TCC). The effect of which 
is where an investment business 
would not otherwise qualify for BPR, 
the capital value of that investment 
business may benefit from BPR to 
escape a 40% charge to IHT if it is 
secondary to an otherwise trading 
business. 

In the above tax case, Lord Balfour 
had been in a partnership with his 
nephew, which comprised a mixture of 
trading and investment activities. The 
executors claimed that the estate was 
managed as one composite business 
via the partnership with activities 
that were wholly or mainly in respect 
of trading activities. The executors’ 
conclusion was, therefore that BPR 
was due on the value of the entire 
business – an analysis that the Upper 
Tax Tribunal agreed with. 

The decision in the Balfour case has 
since led a number of businesses, 
including agricultural and landed 
estate businesses, to diversify 
and supplement their main trading 
operations with secondary investment 
businesses on the premise that BPR 
should be due in respect of the entire 
business – so long as the trading 
business of the relevant entity meets  
or beats the 51% threshold. 

What did the OTS recommend  
in 2019?

Whether or not a business is a trading 
business is also relevant for capital 
gains tax (‘CGT’), whereby HMRC’s 
practice generally treats a business 
as being a qualifying business for 
CGT purposes if at least 80% of its 
activities are in respect of trading 
activities. This creates a mismatch 
between when a business is treated  
as a qualifying trading business for  
IHT and CGT purposes. 

The OTS, therefore, recommended 
that the tests for IHT and CGT should 
be aligned. The OTS did not, however, 
go as far as to recommend whether 
the test for IHT should be increased 
to 80/20, the test for CGT should 
be reduced to 51/49 or whether 
both taxes should be given a new 
parameter (for example, at least 75% 
of activities should be in respect of 
trading activities). 

Given all the recent political 
uncertainty (with General Elections, 
Brexit and new Chancellors), it is 
hoped that the upcoming Budget will 
provide some certainty (at least for a 
while) as to whether there are to be 
any changes to the operation of IHT. In 
any event, it is always good practice to 
review current business structures and 
continue to monitor them against the 
current tests for BPR.

Ben Thiim,  
Director



THE COMPLEXITIES OF A FARMING DIVORCE

The emotional and practical upheaval 
can seem daunting and, often, there are 
other complex and factual issues that 
make these cases more challenging 
and create much debate regarding the 
parties’ individual contributions to the 
marriage and how their resources can 
and should be shared.

The farm may have been in the family 
for generations and represent a way 
of life, and this only adds to the 
difficulty of achieving a clean break, 
especially where there is the wish 
that it passes to future generations.

The business structures that operate 
the farm, as well as occupational 
arrangements, may involve wider family 
members, so the decision makers may 
not just be the parties to the separation. 
There may be liquidity issues within the 
business that could be compounded by 
the prospect of a sale of land and impact 
on the ability of the business to obtain 
and service borrowing. The full impact 
of Brexit is also an unknown factor and 
changes to farming subsidies and the 
implementation of the Agriculture Bill 
– together with the proposed reform of 
agricultural tenancies – will bring huge 
changes to how farms operate in the 
future, adding to the potential complexity.

Keep it out of Court

The overall aim when settling a 
farming divorce is to achieve an 
outcome that is fair for the parties, 
but given the complexities outlined 
above, how can this be achieved?

The parties will know their farm best 
and so if they cannot find a solution 
they are left with the unenviable 
position of a judge, who is unlikely 
to have ever set foot on the farm, 
making a decision about it that could 
have an impact on the whole family 
and future generations.

Take legal advice

It is important that legal advice is 
obtained on how the law and legal 
authorities will be applied to the 
parties in light of their particular 
circumstances – but this may just be 
the start. Taking a holistic approach 
when looking at how the law would 
apply in practice may help the parties 
move towards a workable resolution, 
which can be cross-checked with 
the over-riding principle of fairness. 
The legal process is a discretionary 
exercise rather than an exact science 
and no two situations are the same.

Achieving resolution

Protracted and costly court proceedings 
can be avoided if the parties to a 
farming divorce are willing to adopt a 
positive and constructive approach.

The following are some of the essential 
building blocks to achieving an amicable 
and constructive resolution which will 
minimise conflict and costs:

• Where there are minor children, the 
arrangements you decide will have 
an impact on them. The working 
arrangements need to be considered 
and how this can be achieved may 
involve a greater degree of creativity 
in farming cases.

• Work with your existing and trusted 
advisers, such as land agents, farm 
business consultants, agronomists, 
bank managers and accountants. 
They understand your business and 
can share important information 
that could impact on your decisions 
and how any proposed settlement 
could be put into effect.

• Consider whether any further 
independent expert advice is 
required, along with the extent of 
and nature of your instructions to 

those experts and the input they  
will have in negotiations.

• Appoint the right legal representative 
– someone you can work with – 
who has experience in advising 
agricultural clients and a sound 
understanding of how farms operate. 
You do not have the time to be 
teaching your adviser the basics  
of how a farm works.

• Contested proceedings should be 
regarded as a last resort. Always 
give active consideration to 
alternative forums away from the 
courtroom, including mediation. 
Mediation is voluntary and 
conducted in a relaxed, confidential 
and impartial setting. The mediator 
will not provide an opinion but will 
work with you to share ideas and 
options that will hopefully help you 
reach an informed decision together 
that works for you and the family.

• Always have in mind proportionality 
and how costs will be paid. 
Ultimately the costs will come out 
of the marital ‘pot’, and the more of 
this that is spent on costs, the less 
there is to share.

For further help and advice around 
settling a farming divorce, the topics 
discussed in this article, or any other 
matters related to family mediation or 
rural affairs, please get in touch with 
Oliver Hall, partner and family mediator, 
by calling (01904) 275250 or emailing 
enquiries@andrewjackson.co.uk.

Separation and relationship breakdown can be emotionally and financially challenging for everyone 
involved, but when it comes to farming families, the consequences are often far reaching.

GUEST ARTICLE:



There are over 7,000 kilometres of high voltage electric lines running across England and Wales. 
Electric lines and the pylons which support them can be particularly problematic for agricultural 
landowners due to the increased expense in farming around them and their potential to fetter 
opportunities for residential development. Matthew Fletcher, Partner at Gosschalks, explains 
your right to seek the removal of electricity infrastructure and your right to claim compensation.

ELECTRIC LINES AND PYLONS – YOUR RIGHTS EXPLAINED

Wayleaves and easements 

Electricity companies need permission 
to install their equipment on private land: 
the equipment must be authorised by 
either a wayleave or a Deed of Easement. 
In most cases, the electricity company 
will have entered into a contractual 
wayleave with the landowner when the 
equipment was first installed. 

Contractual wayleaves are a form of 
personal contract. They do not bind 
future owners of the land; a transfer 
of ownership usually terminates the 
contractual wayleave although a new 
agreement can be created if the new 
landowner accepts wayleave payments 
from the electricity company. 
Less common are deeds of easement. 
A deed of easement creates a 
permanent right to retain the electricity 
equipment on the land. An easement 
is registered against the title to the 
property and it binds future owners of 
the land. Easements cannot normally 
be terminated unless they contain a 
specific clause giving the landowner 
the right to terminate in certain defined 
circumstances, for example, where 
the landowner has obtained planning 
permission for re-development. 

Terminating wayleaves

Where there is no wayleave/easement 
in place then the electricity company 
is trespassing and liable to eviction. 
Where the infrastructure was installed 
pursuant to a contractual wayleave 
then the landowner can terminate that 
contractual wayleave by serving an 
appropriate notice. 

Once that notice has expired, a 
second ‘statutory’ notice to remove 
has to be served complying with the 
requirements of the Electricity Act 
1989. Once that second notice has 
been served, the electricity company 
must either remove its equipment 
or, within three months, apply to 
the Government for the grant of a 
statutory wayleave. 

A statutory wayleave will be granted 
following a hearing if the electricity 
company can demonstrate that it is 
necessary to retain their equipment. 
Such applications are usually 
successful. A statutory wayleave, if 
granted, will last for a minimum of 15 
years and will bind future purchasers 
of the land. 

Compensation

If a statutory wayleave is granted 
then the landowner becomes entitled 
to claim compensation to recover 
the loss suffered as a result of the 
grant. In circumstances where the 
retention of the infrastructure prevents 
the development of the land then 
significant compensation may be due. 
If the landowner is unable to negotiate 
an agreement with the electricity 
company then it is entitled to bring 
a claim in the Upper Tribunal which 
will determine the compensation due. 
Previously it was common practice to 
assess the amount of compensation 
due by reference to a surveyor’s 
valuation showing the diminution 
caused to the value of the land if sold 
on the open market. However, the 
recent Court of Appeal’s decision 

in Arnold White Estates Limited -v- 
National Grid (where I acted for the 
successful landowner) established that 
the landowner is entitled to recover all 
foreseeable losses even if they exceed 
the diminution in the value of the land. 

This is a very complex area 
of law and it is important 
to take specialist legal 
advice to properly manage 
the process (including 
the timing of planning 
applications and notices 
to remove) so as to ensure 
that the landowner is 
properly compensated. 

Author information: Matthew Fletcher is 
a Partner at Gosschalks and specialises 
in pursuing Electricity Act compensation 
claims on behalf of landowners.
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CAPITAL ALLOWANCES – FORWARD PLANNING AND TIMING IS KEY

For farming businesses looking to 
invest in new plant and machinery 
it means that, with careful planning, 
expenditure on qualifying equipment up 
to a maximum of £1 million will achieve 
100% tax relief in the year of purchase. 

As business owners will be aware 
from the first claims made after the 

welcome increase, the availability of 
AIA is apportioned depending on the 
accounting year end. As we approach 
the end of the two-year period it is 
important that, in order to maximise 
relief, the timing of capital expenditure 
continues to be considered alongside 
the usual commercial, cash flow and 
borrowing requirements. 

Those entities with an accounting 
year ending 31 March will pick up  
the full £1 million available in the  
12 months to 31 March 2020, however 
the 2021 year-end will see an 
apportioned allowance. For example, 
there will be a total of £800,000 
available for the year ended 31 March 
2021, calculated as follows:

One of the good news stories from the October 2018 Budget was the temporary increase in  
the annual investment allowance* (AIA) from £200,000 and to £1 million per annum between  
1 January 2019 and 31 December 2020. It is expected that the allowance will fall back down  
to £200,000 from 1 January 2021. Here’s what you need to know.

Period AIA total Months covered Apportioned AIA

1 April 2020 – 31 December 2020 £1,000,000 9 £750,000

1 January 2021 – 31 March 2021 £200,000 3 £50,000

£800,000

Continued on next page...



Unlike the transitional rules covering 
the beginning of this temporary 
period, which saw some flexibility 
regarding the use of the lower 
£200,000 AIA limit, the rules at the 
end do restrict the allowance to 
the appropriate apportionment of 
the £200,000. With this in mind, 
and the fact that the eligible capital 
expenditure would otherwise attract 
18% in the general pool or 6% in the 
special rate pool, it is key to, where 
possible, bring forward any planned, 
substantial, expenditure before the 
end of December 2020. 

This need for planning is accentuated 
further by the withdrawal of the first-
year allowances (enhanced allowances) 
from 31 March 2020 for companies 
and 5 April 2020 for unincorporated 
businesses. These provide 100% 
relief in addition to the AIA limits for 
qualifying capital assets which  

are included on HM Revenue & 
Customs Energy Technology  
List (ETL). 

What about allowances on 
commercial buildings?

Relief under the new Structures and 
Buildings Allowance (“SBA”) was 
introduced in October 2018 and 
is available for capital expenditure 
incurred on the construction of new 
buildings as well as renovations of 
existing buildings, provided that 
contracts were entered into on or 
after 29 October 2018.

The relief is given at a flat rate of 
2% per year over a 50 year period 
and is available for UK and overseas 
structures and buildings, where the 
business is charged to UK tax. If the 
building is subsequently sold, this 
does not result in a balancing charge 

or balancing allowance, the purchaser 
simply takes over the allowances and 
continues to make the annual claim 
over the remainder of the 50 years. 

Only non-residential 
buildings and structures 
are eligible for relief 
and care should be 
taken that there is no 
residential use during 
the period for which the 
allowances are claimed. 

The government had previously 
pledged an increase in the allowance 
so we may see this rise to 3% 
following the Budget on 11 March.  

*Available to companies, certain partnerships and sole traders, however not trustees. Connected and/or related businesses share AIA. 

...continued from previous page



SOCIAL NEWS
Exam success!
Congratulations to Tom Maltby on 
becoming a part qualified Chartered 
Accountant following his recent exam 
success which saw Tom complete the 
professional level of the qualification. 
Huge well done from all of the team at 
Smailes Goldie.

Did you know we have an award-
winning honey maker at Smailes 
Goldie Group?
Agricultural Manager, Charlotte Lakeman 
and her husband Martin keep bees. They 
have eight hives which in the summer 
have around 60,000 bees in each. 

Charlotte and Martin’s bees, produce 
around 90lbs of honey each year by 
mainly collecting nectar from oil seed 
rape, beans, borage and tree pollen.

The couple not only sell jars of honey to 
their local butchers, friends and family 
but also compete at local shows. Even 
winning an award at the show in Roos 
for the “Best Honey”. Well done to them 
both and keep up the hard work!

Proud Sponsors of the Lamb Racing
Our team had a fantastic day at the 
Lamb Racing event on Saturday 29th 
June at Broomhill Farm in support of 
Skirlaugh Young Farmers Club. 

Our Head of Agriculture & Landed 
Estates Martin Overfield had a great 
day enjoying some quality time with 
his family.

The Smailes Goldie Golf Day
Smailes Goldie hosted a charity golf 
day in aid of Hull Women’s Aid – a local 
charity which supports women and 
children experiencing domestic abuse. 

The hotly contested tournament saw 
first place go to the team from Barclays 
UK. Hull Investment Property were 
runners-up and third place went to 
Shield Security Service.

The event, held at Burstwick Country 
Golf, raised over £3,000 for this worthy 
local cause. 

Over the festive period, our staff 
donated an additional £450 to the 
charity, from proceeds of a dress down 
day and Christmas Advent Calendar 
fund raising event.

A great day at the Driffield Show!
Thank you to you all who visited our 
stand at this years Driffield show. 

It was lovely to see both new and familiar 
faces alike. We hope you enjoyed our 
delicious hog roast and refreshments!

Agricultural Manager Rebecca Smith presenting the 
award for the Heavy Horses Category.

IT Manager looks after some 
prickly customers
Our IT Manager, Maggie Farmer, has 
been helping to look after some prickly 
customers in her spare time.

Animal lover, Maggie, and her 
husband, Richard, set up the Hoggies 
Respite charity a number of years 
ago to look after sick, injured and 
abandoned hedgehogs.

Hoggies Respite now works to 
rehabilitate hedgehogs and release 
them back into their natural habitat 
once recovered. 

Find out more at: hoggiesrespite.org.uk

  

Point to Points
We are continuing our sponsorship 
of the Derwent, Brocklesby and 
Holderness Hunt Point to Points.



THE TEAM
Smailes Goldie Group is an independent firm of business and tax advisors, 
chartered accountants and auditors, providing a broad range of business 
services to clients of all sizes from all industry sectors. We are a nine partner 
firm with over 120 staff, with a significant proportion of our business being 
within the rural sector. 
 
Our specialist Agriculture and Landed Estates team have a breath of sector experience in providing the diverse 
range of services that farmers, landowners and agri-businesses require. We are committed to understanding the 
complexities of your business to ensure that we provide a valued service and ongoing support. As an independent 
firm we pride ourselves on our broad knowledge and depth of experience that our clients really appreciate. As 
members of the UK200 Group (the UK’s leading quality assured membership organisation of independent firms 
of chartered accountants, legal practices and international associates), we are committed to high standards of 
professional service and benefit from the group’s specialist Agriculture Industry Group. Our personable team 
work closely with our clients to build strong lasting relationships, based on trust and a deep appreciation of your 
specific needs and values. 
 
If you wish to discuss any of the issues covered in our newsletter please contact one of our specialist 
Agriculture and Landed Estates senior team on 01482 326916 or on the email addresses below.

Martin Overfield
Partner

martinoverfield@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Victoria Shannon
Director

victoriashannon@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Nicki Shipley
Partner

nickishipley@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Mark Sharpley
Partner

marksharpley@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

David Hibbert
Director

davidhibbert@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Ben Thiim
Director

benthiim@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Ian Lamb
Partner

ianlamb@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Rebecca Smith
Manager

Pete Dearing
Partner

peterdearing@ 
smailesgoldie.co.uk

Charlotte Lakeman
Manager

Zoë Jackson
Manager

Laura Clarke
Manager



DATES FOR THE DIARY
Our team will be out and about over our home region in the coming months so 
look out for us at some of the events listed below:

Derwent Point to Point – Sunday 1st March at Charm Park, Wykeham

Charity Quiz with Smile Foundation – Wednesday 4th March 2020 at the Country Park Inn 

Holderness Hunt Point to Point – Sunday 8th March 2020 at Dalton Park

Bishop Burton Horse Trials – Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th May 2020 at Bishop Burton College

Cereals 2020 – 10th & 11th June 2020 at Chrishall Grange, Cambridgeshire

Lincolnshire Show – 24th & 25th June 2020 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Lincoln

Lamb Racing 2020 for Skirlaugh & District Young Farmers Club – 11th July 2020 at Broomhill Farm
 
145th Driffield Show 2020 – 22nd July at the Driffield Showground 

Ryedale Show – 28th July 2020 at Helmsley

www.smailesgoldie.co.uk

DISCLAIMER: The matters discussed in this newsletter are by necessity brief and comprise summations and introductions to the subject referred to. The 
content of this bulletin should not be considered by any reader to comprise full proper legal advice and should not be relied upon. Smailes i and Smailes 
Goldie Turner are registered to carry on audit work in the UK and Ireland and regulated for a range of investment business activities by The Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

Barton office:
2 Market Lane
Barton-upon-Humber
North Lincolnshire
DN18 5DE

T: 01652 632927
F: 01652 636225

Hull office:
Regent’s Court
Princess Street
Hull
HU2 8BA

T: 01482 326916
F: 01482 215009

CONTACT US
Offices


